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For Professional Investors in Switzerland or Professional Investors as defined by the relevant laws. The classification of the 
fund(s) as per the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) is available on ubp.com or in the latest prospectus. 

 

Market Comment 
◼ Risk remained under pressure in October as the market reacted to tighter 

financial conditions, with the US index for example rising to its tightest levels 

since November 2022. This tightening was largely driven by the bear 

steepening curve move observed in interest rate markets, with the 2 year vs 10 

year curve steepening in the US by 32 bps during October to -16 bps. The 

longer end of the curve came under particular pressure, with several reasons 

being cited including a more resilient than expected US economy, the higher-

for-longer rates environment being communicated by central banks, as well as 

supply & budget deficit concerns rising. We would also note that a curve 

steepening move is quite typical towards the end of tightening cycles and as 

such, whilst we have a positive bias towards interest rate duration, this is 

focused at the front-end of rate curves given the steepening bias that we also 

hold. 

◼ Significantly as the month progressed, we appeared to see central bankers take 

note of this tightening in financial conditions as a reason for them to tighten 

policy less, as it could be viewed as a replacement for rate hikes. This idea was 

initially brought up by Dallas Fed President Logan, however was then echoed 

by Fed Chair Powell, especially if the tightening in financial conditions is 

“persistent”. This clear communication shift from the Fed has been helped by 

the disinflation trend which remains intact, and supports our view that we have 

passed peak hawkishness, where we continue to see plenty of value in building 

duration in portfolios which screen attractive from a valuation perspective. For 

example the market is currently pricing a trough in the Fed funds rate at around 

4% over the next few years, which is well above their neutral rate estimate of 

2.5%. At the ECB, the communication shift has been even clearer given recent 

weakness in the growth data, with one of the most hawkish members of the 

board, Klaas Knot, recently saying that current policy is at a “good cruising 

altitude”. 

◼ November turned out to be a strong month for fixed income markets as both 

the data released, as well as communication received from the central banks, 

suggested that we have passed peak hawkishness. Regarding the data, we 

saw a continuation of the disinflation trend take place as both US and Eurozone 

CPI surprised to the downside for headline and core prints. In addition, we 

continued to see signs of labour market loosening with payroll growth in the US 

for example printing at just 150k, with the unemployment rate rising to 3.9% 

from a trough of 3.4% at the beginning of the year. Central banks appeared to 

take this data onboard given the further shift in communication observed from 

key policy makers. At the Fed for example, we heard from Governor Waller who 

toned down his previously hawkish rhetoric by noting that he is increasingly 

confident that policy is well positioned as he is encouraged by the recent data. 
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Waller went further and also mentioned the possibility of interest rate cuts in the 

coming months if we continue to see inflation coming in lower. Whilst Fed Chair 

Powell sounded more balanced in his latest comments, he also described policy 

as being well in restrictive territory which suggested that no further rate hikes 

are on the table, unlike the Fed’s prior guidance in their dot plot. As a result, we 

saw a sharp global rates rally with US 10 year yields declining by 60 bps on the 

month, whilst the German equivalent declined by 35 bps. 

◼ US rates managed to outperform given that the larger communication shift 

relative to market pricing came from the Fed, whilst at the ECB the growth data 

has been weak for some time and which had already led to less hawkish  

communication from the board. Developments herein have supported our 

positive bias towards interest rate duration at present, which is a view we 

maintain given the disinflation trend and growth slowdown being observed. 

Furthermore despite the rates rally of November, the market continues to price 

the Fed more hawkishly than their own guidance, with a trough in the Fed funds 

rate in 2026 priced at 3.4% vs the Fed’s own dot plot which has 2.9% by this 

stage. Similarly for the ECB, whilst the market is pricing the possibility of a rate 

cut for as soon as the end of Q1 now, the trough in pricing for both the ECB and 

Fed remains above estimates for their neutral rates which suggests that a 

growth slowdown is priced to a much lesser extent. Credit spreads benefitted 

from this backdrop as well, with US investment grade spreads tightening by a 

significant 22bps in November, to the tightest levels observed since February 

and prior to the US regional banking crisis, whilst European spreads also 

tightened to a lesser extent, by 13 bps. US outperformance herein matched the 

rates outperformance for the US, as well as continued expectations for US 

exceptionalism from a growth perspective. 

◼ Central bank meetings were in focus in December with communication from 

the Fed in particular driving a rally across fixed income and risk markets into 

year-end. The meeting signalled a significant dovish shift in rhetoric as Fed 

Chair Powell not only appeared to close the door to further hikes, but he 

surprisingly admitted that the committee is already discussing the timing of 

future rate cuts given the substantial progress on inflation that has been made. 

This shift could also be observed in the release of the Fed’s quarterly economic 

projections, where core PCE forecasts were downgraded to just 3.2% for 2023 

from 3.7% previously, which also appeared to be the main driver for the revision 

lower in the dots for 2024 to 4.6% for the Fed Funds rate from their prior 5.1% 

forecast. Data released during the month would have also convinced the Fed 

to deliver such a message with inflation in particular surprising to the downside 

and with core PCE declining to below the 2% target in 6 month annualised terms 

now. 

◼ Whilst the ECB and BoE chose not to make similarly dovish shifts in their 

communication at their December meetings, this is still expected to occur in Q1 

given the outlook for both growth and inflation. At the ECB for example their 

latest inflation forecasts released signalled another large downgrade with 

headline inflation now expected to average 2.7% in 2024 compared to 3.2% in 

the September forecast. That said, these forecasts still appear too pessimistic 

on the inflation front and we would expect to see the ECB provide further  

downgrades in Q1, which would also open the path to a more dovish shift in 

communication.  
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◼ As a result, we saw further support for interest rate markets with US 10 year 

yields declining by 45 bps and breaking through 4%, whilst German 10 year 

yields managed to decline by a similar 43 bps. Loosening financial conditions 

herein also provided support for risk markets which could clearly be seen in the 

tightening of credit spreads, with both USD and EUR Investment Grade spreads 

for example tightening by 10 bps respectively. 
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Performance Review 
 

◼ QTD, the fund returned +7.73% net of fees (I Share class). In contrast, the ICE 

BofA Global High Yield Index (HW00)* returned +6.70% QTD. 

◼ YTD, the fund returned +15.64% net of fees (I Share class). In contrast, the ICE 

BofA Global High Yield Index (HW00) returned +13.02% YTD. 

◼ QTD, credit contributed for the fund +5.9% and interest rates +2.1%. In contrast, 

credit contributed for the index 2.8% and interest rates 3.9%. 

◼ YTD, credit contributed for the fund +11.6% and interest rates +4.6%. In 

contrast, credit contributed for the index +8.1% and interest rates +4.9%. 

* Index provided for comparison and information purposes only.  
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Portfolio Activity 
 

◼ Portfolio at the end of the quarter: 

⬧ Yield: 9.1% 

⬧ Credit exposure: 105% 

⬧ Regional exposure: 

⬧ 72% US high yield 

⬧ 33% European high yield 

⬧ Interest rate exposure: 1.5 years 

 

◼ Credit spreads widened in October given the less positive risk backdrop with 

US CDX HY spreads widening by 44 bps to 515 bps and iTraxx Crossover 

spreads by 15 bps to 453. The CDS bond basis ended the month 3 bps lower 

in the US at +73 bps while in Europe, the basis ended 24 bps lower at -31 bps 

as CDS spreads outperformed. US 2 year yields increased by 6 bps to 5.10% 

in October. 

◼ In terms of positioning, we held the fund’s overall credit exposure unchanged 

at 100% in October. That being said, we initiated a geographical spread, 

overweighting the CDX HY vs the iTraxx Crossover, given our more positive 

economic outlook for the US vs Europe and to take advantage of the recent 

underperformance of the CDX HY on the back of US rates volatility providing 

an attractive entry point. In terms of interest rates positioning, we left the fund’s 

duration unchanged at 1.7 years, with 1.3 years USD duration and 0.4 year 

European duration split over the 2 and 5 year tenors, as we expect toning down 

of hawkish central bank communication in the months ahead. We maintained 

our 2y-10y US interest rate curve steepening position as we expect curves to 

steepen as is typical at the end of hiking cycles, and as a term premium needs 

to be repriced into curves in our base scenario of a soft landing. 

◼ Credit spreads tightened in November with US CDX HY spreads tightening by 

89 bps to 403 bps while iTraxx Crossover spreads tightened by 77 bps to 373 

bps. The CDS bond basis ended the month 65 bps lower in the US at 0 bp while 

in Europe, the basis ended 28 bps lower at -66 bps as CDS spreads 

outperformed in the rally. US 2 year yields decreased by 41 bps to 4.69% in 

November. 

◼ In terms of positioning, we increased the fund’s credit exposure to 105% in 

November, through the US CDX HY and following US labour market releases 

that came out soft relative to expectations. This was supportive for rates as it 

reduces the probability of a December hike, in turn positive for credit spreads 

as the slowdown in data being observed means that the Fed is less likely to 

continue hiking and triggering a recession, all in all a confirmation of our soft 

landing scenario. We have maintained our geographical spread, overweighting 

the CDX HY vs the iTraxx Crossover, given our more positive economic outlook 

for the US vs Europe. In terms of interest rates positioning, we increased the 

fund’s duration to 1.9 years, by increasing the USD duration from 1.3 to 1.5 

years, while leaving the European duration at 0.4 year split over the 2 and 5 

year tenors. We maintained our US curve steepening position as we continue 

to expect curves to steepen as is typical at the end of hiking cycles, and as a 

term premium needs to be repriced into curves in our base scenario of a soft 

landing. 

◼ Credit spreads tightened in December with US CDX HY spreads ending the 

month 47 bps tighter at 356 bps while iTraxx Crossover spreads tightened by 
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63 bps to 310 bps. The CDS bond basis ended the month 11 bps higher in the 

US at 20 bps while in Europe, the basis ended 18 bps lower at -82 bps. US 2 

year yields decreased by 43 bps to 4.25% in December. 

◼ In terms of positioning, we have maintained our credit exposure at 105% in 

December through the US CDX HY, as our scenario of a orderly slowdown and 

peak rates is playing out. Following the US CPI print that highlighted the risk of 

core inflation being sticky we re-increased US vs. European Index exposure. In 

terms of interest rates positioning, the interest rate duration  was lowered from 

1.9 to 1.5 years as we took profit on the US steepening curve position and short 

dated EUR rates positions to optimise the carry of the fund and following the 

rally in interest rates.. 
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Outlook 
 

◼ With significant progress on inflation finally made, the end of 2023 saw Fed 

Chair Powell communicate an important shift in his guidance, which 

suggested that the Fed’s focus is moving away from discussing further hikes 

and instead towards the timing of potential rate cuts. Such a shift in 

messaging came perhaps earlier than many investors had been 

anticipating, driving a rally across fixed income and risk assets into year-

end. As a result, the focus in the first part of 2024 will likely be on whether 

the inflation and labour market data released is able to support this 

message from the Fed, as well as whether other major central banks decide 

to communicate a similar shift. We believe that this pivot from the Fed 

cannot be ignored, especially given the recent progress made on inflation, 

where central banks such as the ECB and BoE are likely to follow suit in the 

coming months. This reduces the tail risk of central banks overtightening 

policy into a recession, keeping a soft landing scenario as the base case. 

We therefore continue to view this backdrop as one that warrants holding 

balanced portfolios of both credit risk and interest rate exposure in 

portfolios.  

◼ As the fourth quarter progressed, communication from central banks 

evolved as well. This was most clearly observed with the Fed at its 

December FOMC meeting as Fed Chair Powell surprisingly admitted that 

the committee is already discussing dialing back the amount of policy 

restraint in place given the substantial progress on inflation that has been 

made. This shift could also be observed in the release of the Fed’s quarterly 

economic projections, where core PCE forecasts were downgraded to just 

3.2% for 2023 from 3.7% previously, which also appeared to be the main 

driver for the revision lower in the dots for 2024 to 4.6% for the Fed Funds 

rate from their prior 5.1% forecast. Data released during the month would 

have also convinced the Fed to deliver such a message with inflation in 

particular surprising to the downside and with core PCE declining to below 

the 2% target in 6 month annualised terms. Labour market rebalancing is 

also taking place with payroll growth having declined to around 160k in 3 

month moving average terms, from above 300k at the beginning of 2023. 

Importantly, this rebalancing is taking place from not only the demand side, 

but also the supply side as the participation rate finally picks up which will 

take pressure off wage growth over time. 

◼ Whilst the ECB and BoE chose not to make similarly dovish shifts in their 

communication at their December meetings, this is still expected to occur in 

Q1 given the outlook for both growth and inflation. At the ECB for example 

their latest inflation forecasts released signaled another large downgrade 

with headline inflation now expected to average 2.7% in 2024 compared to 

3.2% in the September forecast. That said, these forecasts still appear too 

pessimistic on the inflation front and we would expect to see the ECB 

provide further downgrades in Q1, which would also open the path to a 

change in rhetoric. Meanwhile at the BoE, the latest CPI release was a 

significant downside surprise at 5.1% for core inflation, which compares to 

the BoE’s own forecast of 5.7% and highlights the speed of the disinflation 

process. Furthermore given that the outlook for UK and Eurozone growth 

appears to be weaker than that of the US, with the consumer in a less robust 

position amid the rolling over of shorter dated mortgages, we would be 
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surprised if these central banks were to commence their easing cycle at a 

much later stage than the Fed. In addition, weak Chinese growth remains a 

concern without large-scale stimulus and will also continue to weigh on the 

outlook for the Eurozone economy given its open nature.  

◼ Overall, we continue to hold a positive bias towards interest rate duration, 

where both the data in terms of the disinflation trend, as well as the 

communication from central banks and in particular the Fed, is supporting 

this bias. We would anticipate for other major central banks to follow suit in 

the coming months, which could provide further support herein. From a 

valuation perspective, despite the move lower in rates observed in Q4, we 

do not view valuations as stretched, with the market pricing the Fed rates 

trough at 3.2% currently, which is above their own guidance of 2.9% for end-

2026 and the neutral rate of 2.5%, which still suggests room for the market 

to price policy towards normalisation. Furthermore Fed Chair Powell 

recently noted that his expectation is for real rates to decline as we move 

forward, which means that the 140bps worth of rate cuts priced for 2024 do 

not appear unreasonable in a world where inflation returns towards the 2% 

target. From a portfolio construction perspective, we also believe that it 

makes sense to hold more balanced portfolios with both credit risk and 

increased levels of interest rate duration. In particular and in contrast to 

what was observed in 2022, we think that exposure to duration could protect 

portfolios against any growth shocks, especially as the prior hikes delivered 

by central banks continue to feed through to the real economy.  

◼ We also enter the year with a positive bias towards credit given that the path 

towards a soft landing remains intact. Whilst rates volatility and uncertainty 

around the Fed’s terminal rate weighed on credit spreads at times in 2023, 

this should be less of a headwind in 2024 given recent developments. In 

addition, Powell’s communication suggests that the Fed is willing to cut 

rates due to progress on inflation alone, rather than waiting for a further and 

significant growth slowdown, which also reduces the tail risk of the Fed 

overtightening into a recession. We view high income strategies as 

continuing to screen attractive from an all in yield perspective. For example 

the high yield segment of the market through CDS indices is compensating 

investors more than adequately for the risk being taken where at such 

elevated yields, the power of accrual becomes extremely important, 

providing a buffer against any bouts of spread widening and as was clearly 

observed in 2023. Furthermore we anticipate that the benign default rate 

backdrop will continue in 2024 given resilient growth and less refinancing 

risks as rates move lower and the new issue market reopens.  

◼ We also view an allocation to BB rated bonds as attractive given their 

superior risk-reward profile to BBBs, single Bs and CCCs and as corporate 

fundamentals for BBs seem in good shape for this stage of the cycle. Finally, 

we continue to hold a positive bias towards the financial sector given it 

remains a segment of the market that is benefitting from the higher inflation 

backdrop, as observed in recent bank earnings. In particular, we would 

continue to highlight the AT1 market as an attractive opportunity and an 

asset class that has recovered from the volatility observed in March last 

year. Crucially, this recovery has not only been helped by the regulators in 

their communication, but also the banks in their decision to call the bonds 

outstanding. This comes despite the market still pricing around 60% of the 
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AT1 universe to-call, providing attractive upside over the medium term given 

that we expect most AT1 bonds to be called by their issuers and refinanced 

in the market 
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ESG Parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with respect to any data herein. 
None of the ESG Parties shall have any liability for any errors or omissions in connection with any data herein. Further, without limiting any of 
the foregoing, in no event shall any of the ESG Parties have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other 
damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages. 
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